THE DUKE MBA—DAYTIME

Program at a Glance

The Duke MBA—Daytime is a rigorous, full-time MBA program that allows you to explore new areas of interest and develop strong management and collaborative leadership skills. Students can choose from more than 100 electives, concentrations in many disciplines, two certificate options, and five joint degree programs.

Overview

Start: July
Duration: 8 terms spanning 22 months

Year 1
• 3-day orientation
• 3.5-week Global Institute
• 4 six-week terms
• Classes end in May

Year 2
• 4-day re-orientation
• 4 six-week terms
• Graduation in May

Curriculum
• 10 core courses covering all functional areas of business in Year 1
• 17 electives (minimum of 5 in Year 1; 12 in Year 2)
• 14 concentration options
• 2 certificate options
• 5 joint degree options
• Optional Global Academic Travel Experience (GATE)

Location

Students will attend courses on Duke University’s campus in Durham, NC, U.S.

Why The Duke MBA

Our full-time, top-ranked MBA program attracts and nurtures a new kind of leader. Learn alongside a diverse group of peers—people from different countries and markets, who all have a keen intellectual curiosity. You’ll develop the sharp skills to analyze options, an open mind to appreciate other perspectives and a new way of working based on an instinct to draw out the strengths in others. You’ll become a leader who inspires organizations to do better while doing what’s best.

“Fuqua is the perfect fit for me. Not only does it have a world-class faculty and a globally-oriented curriculum, but it also has stellar entrepreneurship and brand management programs. Though, the decision-making clincher for me was…the cultural fit. Following my first visit to the Fuqua campus, I knew that this was where I belonged.”
—Anjali Menon, MBA 2013

Duke MBA Guidance:

For general program inquiries or for assistance with your application, please contact:

The Office of Admissions
admissions-info@fuqua.duke.edu

Duke University
The Fuqua School of Business
100 Fuqua Drive
Durham, NC 27708-0120 USA
www.fuqua.duke.edu

facebook.com/Duke.Fuqua
@DukeFuqua
blogs.fuqua.duke.edu/duke-mba
DAYTIME

Class Profile

Fast Facts
• Average Class Size: 440
• Average Age: 29
• Average Work Experience: 5 years
• International Students: 40%
• Countries of Post-Grad Employment: 19

Top 15 Hiring Companies
Numbers next to the company names indicate the number of 2015 Daytime MBA graduates hired by that company
• Deloitte (41)
• McKinsey & Company (33)
• Amazon (33)
• The Boston Consulting Group (28)
• Microsoft (26)
• Bank of America Merrill Lych (19)
• Bain & Company (18)
• Citi (15)
• Goldman Sachs (14)
• PWC (14)
• Google (12)
• Apple (10)
• Genentech (9)
• Barclays (8)
• IBM (8)

Employment Resources
80% of student employment attributed to the following Fuqua-facilitated initiatives
• Alumni Referrals
• Off-Campus Activities
• Fuqua Recruiters
• Faculty Referrals
• Interviews On/Off Campus
• Job Postings
• Misc. Fuqua Sources/Events
• Summer Internships

Undergraduate Fields of Study
- Business & Accounting (29%)
- Engineering/Natural Sciences (32%)
- Economics (15%)
- Liberal Arts (23%)
- Other (2%)

Employment by Industry & Average Salary
- Consulting 35% → $130,000
- Finance 2% → $118,000
- General Management 22% → $109,500
- Marketing 4% → $109,500
- Operations/Supply Chain 21% → $117,000
- Other 16% → $120,400

**All statistics are based on the Daytime MBA class of 2015**